Ref: APT/2019/AWG-25/CL-2

24 October 2019

Dear Sir/Madam,
Subject: Advice on specific areas or works
to lead AWG activities for the period of 2020 - 2022
Please refer to the 25th Meeting of the APT Wireless Group (AWG-25) which
was held from 1 to 5 July 2019 in Tangerang, Indonesia. The meeting received an input
contribution (AWG-25/INP-81) which proposed that AWG identifies its master plan with
some core issues to lead its activity for the period of 2020-2022 (3 years). The meeting agreed
that it would be beneficial for AWG to have such plan to lead its activities.
In this connection, I would like to request your Administration to submit your
contribution on this issue to the next meeting of the AWG (AWG-26). You are encouraged
to provide advice on 1) specific areas or works to be focused on and put into the plan; and 2)
whether the plan should be a living plan which may be updated at AWG meetings or t,he plan
should be kept stable for a certain period. (If so, what would be an appropriate period?).
Your Administration is also requested to take into account, while identifying the
specific areas or works within Term of Reference (TOR) of the AWG, the Singapore
Statement of the Asia-Pacific ICT Ministers on Co-creating a Connected Digital Future in the
Asia-Pacific, the Strategic Plan of the APT for 2018-2020, the WRC-19 outcomes, and
technological trends. Please send your reply to the APT Secretariat by e-mail to
aptawg@apt.int one week before the AWG-26.
response.

I thank you in advance for your cooperation and I look forward to your timely

Yours sincerely,
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Areewan Haorangsi
Secretary General
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